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T
his technical report describes an auto-
matic algorithm to reconstruct epithe-
lial monolayers in 3 dimensions. It is

based on a 2D seeded watershed segmenta-
tion, followed by a nearest-neighbor matching
of cell centroids to get a 3D reconstruction of
the epithelium.

Introduction

It is well known that mechanics play an essential
role in embryonic development [1]. However, little is
known about the exact mechanisms that drive these
processes. To get a deeper understanding, image-
based modeling becomes an important tool [2]. Thus,
microscopy data can be used to drive hypothesis and
validate theoretical models.
For example during development of the wing disc in
Drosophila the epithelial sheet is highly deformed,
cell shapes are changing, the sheet is folded, hinges
are created. Quantifying the dynamics of cell shape
changes in these epithelial monolayers can help us
to reveal underlying mechanics. Frank Jülicher and
his group from MPI-PKS, developed a theoretical
vertex model to explain the folding of those sheets by
mechanical forces due to cell elasticity, actin-myosin
bundles and ashesion molecules in 2D [3] . Since em-
bryogenesis is a 3 dimensional process, the next goal
is to get a full 3D understanding of the folding pro-
cesses and how cell shapes are changing. There are
few algorithms to extract quantitative information
from 3D data (e.g. [4] ). However, those algorithm
requires a lot of manual curation, which is not feasi-
ble when dealing which large and multiple dataset.
In this work we present a fully-automated algorithm
to extract 3D information from microscopy images
of epithelial monolayers. Our algorithm is demon-

strated on the embryonic wing disc in Drosophila, but
can applied to other systems of epithelial monolayers
as well.

Data

Data are acquired by Sui LiYuan from Christian
Dahmann’s lab (TU Dresden) by using confocal
microscopy. Sui Liyuan uses a staining in which
the adherens junctions are fluorescently labeled.
Adherens junctions build up a band which lies
shortly below the apical membrane of the epithelial
cell layer. Thus, we use it to approximate the apical
surface.
Data are acquired in 3 dimensions over time.
We only segment static time points, thus no time
tracking of the cells is integrated into our algorithm.

Algorithm

We start with a 2D segmentation for each frame
in the stack and combine the single frames after-
wards using a spatial tracking of individual cells.
The initial 2D segmentation is done using a seeded
(marker-controlled) watershed algorithm, which I
implemented in MATLAB. Given the segmented out-
lines of the tissue, a nearest- neighbor tracking of cell
centroids between two frames is done. From these
matching, spatial cell tracks are build. We choose
to divide 2D segmentation from 3D segmentation,
because of morphological features of the epithelial
cell layer. Epithelial cells changing morphology dras-
tically throughout the whole wing disc. For example
they are getting that narrow, that they cannot be
capture anymore by microscopy in some frames.
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The algorithm is implemented in MATLAB. The first
part of detecting seeds for the seeded watershed is
conducted with Fiji, but integrated into MATLAB
by using Miji.
In the following, the different steps of our algorithm
will be explained in more detail.

2D segmentation using seeded watershed

In the first step, all frames are segmented in 2D
separately. We implemented a seeded watershed
algorithm in MATLAB. Watershed algorithms are
commonly used to segment cell outlines (e.g. [5]), but
often have the problem of over-segmentation. This is
solved by using a seeded version of it. The seeds are
detected by using Fiji. First, contrast enhancement
is conducted. To remove noise, a gaussian blur is ap-
plied, followed by a background subtraction. Finally,
local maxima (e.g. minima if we consider a black
background) are found. This should result in one
minima, e.g. seed, per cell. The quality of the seeded
watershed segmentation is thus highly restricted by
the quality of seed detection.
The resulting segmentation is a binary mask with
label ′0′ for the background and label ′1′ for the cell
membranes. Using build-in MATLAB functions, con-
nected components, which represent cells, are found
and statistical measures as position of centroids, ar-
eas or circularity are calculated.

3D reconstruction using nearest neighbor
tracking

The 3D reconstruction is based on a nearest-neighbor
tracking of the previously calculated cell centroids.
All centroids of one frame are tried to matched to
the subsequent frame. Only bijective matching (cell
centroids that are equally matched from frame A to
frame B and vice versa) are considered to be certain
matches and thus included in the reconstruction.
This is done for all subsequent frame pairs to build
spatial tracks of cells. Because not all cells appear to
be present in all frames (due to previously mentioned
morphological features), we allow for gaps of up to
2 frames. This means, one cell track is allowed to
have maximal 2 frames in which it could not be
tracked. This is implemented by checking not only
the subsequent frame for a possible nearest-neighbor
match, but also the two next frames (Fig. 1) .

It was tested whether the 3D matching works by
using a stack of identical frames. In this case each
cell could be matched to itself in all frames (Fig.
2). The user can choose between two modes of 3D

Figure 1: To account for non-appearing cells in some
frames, the nearest neighbor tracking is not
only conducted between subsequent frames, but
also between the two more far away frames.
If a bijective matching cannot be found in the
subseuent frame, the next frame (or frames)
is considered.

tissue reconstruction, either to just include all cells
which range from the very first apical frame to the
last basal frame. This is suitable for flat tissues
with no bending (e.g. cropped parts of the tissue).
For folded tissue, the user can include all spatial cell
tracks which span one third of all frames in the stack.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: In an artifical test case the stack is composed
of equal binary segmentation masks. The 3D
reconstruction there works perfectly. a) Vol-
ume rendering, b) Cross section

Linking of segmentation and spatial
matching

The quality of the 3D reconstruction highly depends
on the segmentation quality. If the segmentation
has errors, the 3D reconstruction can not be right.
This was tried to be solved by linking the matching
to the segmentation. After one round of nearest-
neighbor tracking, all gaps in the spatial cell tracks
are identified and classified as either gaps due to
over-segmentation or under-segmentation. This is
currently done by just taking into account the size
of the cells and could thus be improved by using
different measures. If an over-segmentation is as-
sumed, the cell centroid is removed, in case of under-
segmentation an additional centroid is added and
the segmentation is redone (Fig. 3). If in the 3D
matching the gap is filled, the new centroid (in case
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of under-segmentation) or removed centroid (in case
of over-segmentation) is kept. In principle this is
repeated until all gaps could be filled. But because
the detection of under-and over-segmentation is im-
perfect, only one round of correction is included in
the final algorithm.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Segmentation errors can be corrected in the
step of 3D reconstruction. a) Raw image, b)
Segmented outlines. The green lines corre-
sponds to outlines which were not present in
the primary segmentation (under segmented)
and could corrected after one round of 3D
nearest-neighbor matching, the red lies corre-
spond to outlines which were wrongly present
in the primary segmentation (over segmented)
and could be removed after one round of 3D
nearest-neighbor matching.

Including folded tissue

Epithelial tissues are not flat, but bend during devel-
opment. To account for this bending, folded regions
in the tissue need to be detected. We implemented
an easy cell size-based detection, which is not perfect
but works reasonable well. First we need to define in
which frames a folding occurs. This has to be done
for the apical side of the tissue as well as the basal
side. Thus this part of the algorithm is not automatic
and need a small amount of user interaction. After
the 2D segmentation is conducted, we calculate areas
of each cell. In the frames where a folding occurs,
all areas are clustered (k-means) into two clusters.
This results in one clusters which contains all cells
with normal size, and one clusters with areas which
cannot correspond to cells, because they are too big.
Areas of this second cluster are removed from further
analysis (Fig. 4).

Conclusion

This algorithm can be used to reconstruct epithelial
monolayers in 3D. It consists of two steps, a 2D wa-
tershed segmentation and a 3D cell matching. An
attempt to link segmentation and 3D matching is

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4

made, but this has to be redefined to be fully inte-
grated into the algorithm. The detection of folding
is very simplified, but is working reasonable well.
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